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On Kosovo ĥo     On Kosovo ĥo
¶ Yugoslavia™     ¶ Yugoslavia™

Alternate Characters (SS01)

$ Soviets     $ Soviets

Alternate Characters (SS02) *(titl)

N_ N_       & &       N® N®

Alternate Characters (SS03)

� � � �     � �  �
Alternate Characters (SS06)

� 
 �     	 � �
Alternate Characters (SS07)

Campaign     Campaign
Alternate Characters (SS08)

Alternate Characters (SS04) Alternate Characters (SS05)

info@is.gd  info@is.gd     Ǻ Ǻ   
Alternate Characters (SS09) Alternate Characters (SS10)

@FARC—(PKK)    @FARC—(PKK)

Case Sensitive Forms (case)



*The OpenType ‘Titling Alternates’ feature is often combined with the second set of alternates (SS02) on most Reserves fonts. Due to the limitations of having to manually set stylistic ‘sets’ in Adobe Illustrator, this allows the first and 
second stylistic ‘set’ (which are often the most extensive) to be activated through the OpenType palette with the click of a button. Stylistic Set 01 is activated with the ‘Stylistic Alternates’ button on the OpenType palette and Stylistic Set 02 
is activated with the ‘Titling Alternates’ button.

*The OpenType ‘Capital Spacing’ globally adjusts inter-glyph spacing for all-capital text. Most typefaces contain capitals and lowercase characters, and the capitals are positioned to work with the lowercase. When capitals are used 
for words, they need more space between them for legibility and aesthetics. The Capital Spacing feature is activated by setting any text to ‘All Caps’ through the character palette and does NOT work through only typing in caps, or
changing the case to Uppercase. Please not that at this particular time support for the Capital Spacing feature only works in Adobe InDesign, and not Adobe Illustrator.

*The OpenType ‘Case-Sensitive Forms’ feature is used to shift punctuation forms vertically to sync with ‘all caps’ settings. With a unicase fonts, the feature is used to sync punctuation with numerals and ascending letterforms.

KOSOVO KOSOVO
Capital Spacing (cpsp)

Standard Ligatures (liga)

Discretionary Ligatures (dlig)

affl fin dfl    affl fin dfl

aesct ON FL EOQ    æs� �   E

3 7/8  3 1/4769     3 7⁄8  3 1⁄4769

Fractions (frac)

DE0123456789    DE0123456789
Numerator (numr)

DE0123456789    DE0123456789
Denominator (dnom)

Of 1,000,000    Of 1,000,000
Slashed zero (zero)
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